Stay-at-home dads are undergoing a great deal of change in their roles and responsibilities and some men feel that they are unprepared in their new roles. "Some fathers suggest that there should be courses for new fathers, or at least a greater acknowledgement that fathers want and need the opportunity to learn new skills after the birth of a child." [5].

**Initial Evaluation**

We took our low-fidelity experience prototype and recruited 2 participants, matching our target users, to run a talk-a-loud walkthrough of our site. Overall, our participants expressed that:

- They liked the organization and the clutter-free atmosphere.
- They wanted a tag line that offers a more concrete explanation of what the site does.
- They were fans of the weekly comic concept and wanted it moved to the main page.
- They said they wanted more functionality with viewing and saving resources.

**Related Work**

NYCDadsGroup (63) and D.C. Metro Dads - Daddy’s Home, Inc. (23) are online communities for stay-at-home dads and have found success by providing support and resources to stay-at-home dads through online communities, playgroups, and parenting insights.

Our design objective is not to merely create a social support system but to affect real change. We researched Feminist HCI as it best benefits our goals. Feminist HCI is beneficial in our endeavor because this methodology is committed to issues of the system but to affect real change. We researched Feminist HCI as it best benefits our goals. Feminist HCI is beneficial in our endeavor because this methodology is committed to issues of the order, the value of the role, and a desire to feel that they were contributing.

**Conclusion**

Our next steps include getting the prototype to beta-level functionality, so we can run a more thorough user evaluation. For a future evaluation, we would aim to recruit 10-15 participants in order to generate a realistic sense of user-submitted content.

Our proposed service, At Home Hero, aims to build a social support structure, promote the value of domestic work, and provide resources, outreach, and activities. We have proposed a design that aims to build on the idea of making blogging more accessible and creating a shared resources space by 'dads, for dads. Our design’s theme is to promote the value of domestic work, so we came up with the concept of a featuring a weekly comic that showcases a user-generated story, transformed into a super hero episode.
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